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ON APPE.L FROM THE EXCtIEQUER COURT OF CANADA

Patent Re-Issue Validity Claims

Appellants suic under 60 of the Patent Act 1935 for declaration

that respndents patent re-issue patent relating to frosted

glass arti3les and methods of making same was invalid and

void or declaration that no valid claim thereof was infringed by

the sale or use in Canada of appellants electric incandescent lamps

The action was dismissed by Maclean President of the Exchequer

Court D.L.R 412 and appeal was brought to this Court

At the time the re-issue the relevant enactment in force as to re-issue

of patents was 27 of the Patent Act R.8.C 1927 150

In the re-isete patent no change was made in the specification hut

change wss made in the claims In the re-issue patent there were

PRESSNT -Duff C.J and Rinfret Davis Kerwin and Hudson JJ
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1940 four claims the first two having been in the original patent as
claims and and the other two being introduced by the re-issue

..Fuso P1
pa aims were

WoRKS bulb for electric lamps and similar articles having its

inner surface covered with rounded etching pits or depressions

CA1iADIAN An incandescent electric lamp bulb having on its inner

surface rounded etching pits or depressions
EiEcrBIc

glass electric lamp bulb having its interior surface frosted

by etching to such an extent as to be free from objectionable

glare said interior bulb surface being characterized by the pres

ence of rounded as distinguished from sharp angular crevices to

such an extent that the strength of the etched bulb is sufficient

to withstand shocks due to commercial handling

glass electric bulb having its interior surface frosted by

etching to such an extent that the light is sufficiently diffused to

obviate glare said interior bulb surface being characterized by

the presence of rounded as distinguished from sharp angular

crevices to such an extent that the strength of the bulb as

compared to an unetched bulb of the same thickness has not

been sufficiently reduced to preclude commercial handling

Held The appeal should be allowed and respondents patent declared

invalid and void

Per the Chief Justice and Davis and Hudson JJ There may have

been patentable invention in devising the method dealt with in the

specification of strengthening frosted glass for the purpose inter

alia of constructing glass bulbs the real difficulty in respondents

case lay in the manner in which the claims are framed

As to claim The word covered is an ordinary word and using

it in its ordinary sense it is plain on the evidence that the surfaces

of appellants bulbs do not fall within that description nor do the

surfaces of respondents bulbs as manufactured and sold by it and

therefore apart from any question as to whether claim embodies

on its proper construction patentable monopoly there was no

infringement

Claim is too broad to constitute valid claim extending in its appli

cation in the light of the evidence as to existence or production of

rounded depreions to bulbs which have not been submitted to

respondents strengthening treatment or to anything that could

properly be described as strengthening treatment

Claims and would have been invalid had they been introduced in

the patent originally and also they are such as would give new

character to the invention and the re-issue patent is invalid accord

ingly The effect of the evidence is that the inventor had not

produced bulb which would obviate glare or be free from

objectionable glare in the normal meaning of the words and on

the evidence glare is not term definable by reference to any

special usage in the art and that he had not disclosed any means

of doing so further as regards this characteristic the claim is too

indefinitethe ordinarily skilled person is not given sufficient guide

as to its limits further on construction of the specification the
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problem glare was not one to which the inventor was applying 1940

himself Ior in the original patent did the problem as to sufficiency

of the bulb to withstand the shocks of commercial handling present
ELEcraic

itself to the inventor in his specification he gives directions for Woas
producing bulb with high degree of strength as determined by sr

the bump test but he did not apply himself to the relation

between stiength an shown by that test and the sufficiency of the bulb

to withstmir.d the shocks of commercial handling As shown by the ELEcIc
evidence while the interior bulb surface of respondents commercial Co Lrn
lamp is frming contrast in this respect to the surface of the

patent lamp the surface of lamp possessing no doubt the char

astieristic described in claims and 4a lamp combining resistance

to shock sufficient for commercial purposes with high degree of

absence glare yet this was the result of much experimentation

after the inventionexperimentation directed to definite commercial

ends whic the inventor had not in mind and leading to procedure

different rom his and the re-issue provisions of the Patent Act

cannot legitimately be employed for the purpose of ascribing this

result to the inventor and remodelling his invention to make that

invention conform to it There was nothing to support the proposi

tion that he specification in the original patent was defective

or inoperative by reason of any of the causes mentioned in the

statute

Moreover as regards the re-issue patent as whole each of the four

claims is in respect of an article while the invention as described

in the oriinal patent is an invention of process for strengthening

frosted gli ss articles

Per Rinfret aitt Kerwin JJ Upon construction of the specification and

claims in respondents original patent it is evident that if there was

invention it was in strengthening treatment and not in an article

strengthened by any means whatsoever It is clear from the claims

in the re-smue patent that what is now claimed is an article it is

not corroction of the original patent made by reason of the

patentee lmLiming more or less than he had right to claim as

new but if valid is an entirely different invention and this an

inventor and those claiming under him are not entitled to do
re-issue is iiot grant of new patent but must be confined to

the invention which the inventor attempted to describe and claim

in the oriital patent

APPEAL by the plaintiffs from the judgment of

Maclean President of the Exchequer Court of Canada

dismisEirig their action which asked for declaration

that defendanìts patent no 289379 reissue of patent

no 252159 relating to frosted glass articles and methods

of making same is invalid and void or declaration

that no vallid claim of said patent is infringed by the

sale or use in Canada of plaintiffs electric incandescent

lamps Maclean found in favour of the defendant on

the questioi of the validity of its patent and on the

D.L.R 412
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1940 question of infringement By the judgment now reported

Fuso the appeal to this Court was allowed and judgment was
directed declaring the patent in question in the action

ET AI invalid and void with costs throughout

NADLIN Biggar K.C and Christopher Robinson for the

ELECTRIC appellant
Co LTD

Carson K.C and Thompson for the

respondent

The judgment of the Chief Justice and Davis and

Hudson JJ was delivered by

THE CHIEF JUSTICEThe respondents are the assignees

of patent granted to Marvin Pipkin on the 28th of

July 1925 and the action out of which the appeal arises

was instituted in the Exchequer Court for the purpose of

obtaining declaration under section 60 of the Patent

Act 1935 Stats of Can 1935 32 that the appellants

lamps made according to process described do not con

stitute infringements of the respondents patent and that

the respondents patent is void on various grounds

The nature of the invention as coneived by the

patentee is best explained think by reference to the

language used by the patentee himself in his specifica

tion He says

My invention relates to frosted glass bulbs such as are utilized in

electric incandescent lamps and similar electrical devices and to other

frosted glass articles in which the glass is thin and subject to breakage

My invention also relates to methods of preparing the frosted surface on

such articles It finds particular application to articles which are frosted

on the inside In the case of electric incandescent lamp bulbs it has

been recognized that an inside frosting is highly desirable since the

advantage of light diffusion is secured thereby without the disadvantage

of increased susceptibility to collection of dirt which exists when the

bulb is frosted on the outside In order to avoid the introduction of

detrimental foreign materials into the lamp as much as possible such

frosting must be done by etching the glass either mechanically as by sand

blasting or chemically by reagents which have solvent action on the

glass It has been found however that such bulbs are weak and break

easily in response to shock This has been shown by subjecting such

lamps to the so-called bump test which has demonstrated that they

are much weaker than the unetched bulbs and also bulbs which have been

etched on the outside The object of my invention is to overcome this

defect

The bump tester is machine by which glass articles

can be subjected to breaking test and there is scale
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attached to this tester by reference to which the compara- 1940

tive strengh of such articles can be indicated as shown by Fuso

that test
EErIC

The inv ntor proceeds ET AL

According to my invention after the thin glass article has been CANADIAN

etched on th inside preferably by chemical means it is treated with

chemical which has solvent action on the material of the etched Co LTD
surface The glassware is found thereafter to have much higher resist-

ance to shod as shown by the bump test The probable explana-
Duff C.J

tion is that tie first etching produces pits in the glass having compara-

tively sharp sugles and that these are rounded out by the treatment

comprised by my invention which may be called strengthening treat

ment The aIarp angled pits or depressions caused by the first etching

are starting rhces for cracks when the bulb is subjected to shock and

the rounding of such pits or depressions apparently effectually prevents

such formation of cracks

The evid eace adduced on behalf of the respondents deals

explicitly with first electric light bulbs treated according

to the directions of the patent second electric light bulbs

frosted inside manufactured and sold by the respondents

and their a$sociates the General Electric Co third

collection of 34 bulbs delivered to the respondents expert

witness Mi Spencer and shipped from Japan to this con

tinent and fourth bulbs made by the appellants expert

witness in Ottawa according to process alleged by the

appellants be employed by them in the production of

their bulbs

As regards the first of these classes of bulbs there was

produced the trial photomicrograph of part of the

surface of 1ie inside of one of them which was marked

as Exhibit 26 and which was one of the lamps actually

made by tile process disclosed by the patent Spencer is

most explictt in saying that this photomicrograph shows

surface in which there are no sharp angular crevices in

other worth that all the sharp angular crevices produced

by the iniial frosting have been rounded out by the

strengthening treatment and two drawings by him are

produced irt which that very clearly appears From the

photomicrogiaph as well as from these drawings it appears
that the surface is covered by these shallow saucerlike

depressions separated by ridges

As regards the second of the four categories he pro
duced photomicrograph marked as Exhibit In

13017
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1940 the surface represented in Exhibit as the expert

JJ explains the sharp crevices have not all been rounded
ELECrnIc

out but the rounded depressions predominateWORKS
ST Al. Exhibit according to the witness is photomicro

CANADIAN graph illustrating what he found on the inside surface of

ENERAL the frosted Fuso lamps belonging to lot delivered at his

laboratory as above mentioned Of these lamps he tested

Duff C.J
34 On this surface the rounded depressions predominate

As regards the fourth category the surface is repre

sented by photomicrograph Exhibit and there the

sharp angular crevices predominate although there are

also rounded ones Spencer says in answer to the ques

tion What do you say about the rounded etching pits

and the sharp angular crevices in the relative sense in

that picture There are more sharp angular crevices

than rounded etching pits or rounded depressions

Now it is convenient think to consider at this point

claims and which are in these words

bulb for electric lamps and similar articles having its inner

surface covered with rounded etching pits or depressions

An incandescent electric lamp bulb having on its inner surface

rounded etching pits or depressions

As regards both these claims the evidence to which

have referred makes very clear the meaning which would

be attached to the words rounded pits or depressions

by person skilled in the art As regards claim the

word covered is an ordinary word and using the word

in its ordinary sense it is quite plain that the surfaces of

the appellants bulbs as shown by the photomicrograph

produced by the respondents Exhibit do not fall

within that description and it is not contended that the

bulbs produced by the respondents have surface of such

character The surface produced by the process described

in the patent as shown in Exhibit 26 might fairly be said

to be covered by rounded pits or depressions but the

contrast between such surface and that found in Exhibits

and is admitted and signalized in the evidence

of Spencer Apart altogether then from any question as

to whether claim embodies on its proper construction

patentable monopoly it is clear that there is no infringe

ment and that the appellants are entitled to succeed as

regards that claim
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As to claim the surface described is surface which 1940

has some rounded pits or depressions It is in my opinion po
too broac to constitute valid claim It applies with

equal jusice to surfaces such as that represented by the ET AL

photomicrograph Exhibit and to those represented CANADIAN

by Exhibts and It applies in other words to GENERAL
ELECTRIC

bulbs strengthened to the degree of strength that char- Co LTD

acterized the commercial bulbs of the respondents and to
DifO

bulbs haying an inner surface corresponding to that shown t_

by Exhib ii as well as to bulbs which have not been

submitted to anything that could properly be described as

strengtlenmg treatment

Spencer puts this expressly He says with reference to

that such rounded depressions as are there shown

may be produced by the initial frosting treatment because

of the difficulty of getting rid of the powerful acid solu

tion employed with sufficient rapidity to prevent some of

the angu.ar crevices being rounded But surfaces with

such an extremely limited proportion of rounded crevices

he declars are not produced by the Pipkin process which

includes ss essential two stages the frosting stage and the

strengthening stage He definitely excludes bulbs having

such surf1es from the category Pipkin bulbs

Reverting now to Pipkins invention as he describes it

It is shoNn that before Pipkins invention it was well

known in the art that by the application of solvent solu

tion to an etched glass surface surface might be pro
duced corresponding to that shown by Exhibit 26 Spencer

admits that this surface is very similar to that shown in

figure appended to the article from Die Glashutte Vol

17 1887 produced and translated The learned trial judge

is however right think in saying that Pipkin was the

first to realize the fact that the application of solvent

solution to an etched surface may result in adding strength

to glass which has been weakened by the etching process

and that this result could be utilized in the manufacture

of glass bulbs in the manner effected by him It is said

that the discovery of the effect of the double treatment

is without patent.able subject-matter because it was only

discovery In my view it is not necessary to consider

this point am inclined to agree with the learned trial

judge that in devising his method of strengthening frosted

glass for the purpose inter alia of constructing glass

I3O17
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1940 bulbs Pipkin must be credited with patentable ingenuity

so and while the discovery was no doubt the critical as well

IECTRIC as the primary thing there was manufacture as well

ET The real difficulty in the respondents case seems to me

CANADIAN
to lie in the manner in which the claims are framed

GENERAJ have already dealt with claims and come to claims

and These claims were introduced by re-issue

Duff
patent in 1929 have come to the conclusion that they

would have been invalid had they been introduced in the

patent as originally framed for reasons which shall men
tion and further that they constitute an attempt to give

new character to Pipkins invention and that the re-issue

patent is invalid accordingly Claims and are in these

words

glass electric lamp bulb having its interior surface frosted by

etching to such an extent as to be free from objectionable glare said

interior bulb surface being characterized by the presence of rounded as

distinguished from sharp angular crevices to such an extent that the

strength of the etched bulb is sufficient to withstand shocks due to

commercial handling

glass electric bulb having its interior surface frosted by etching

to such an extent that the light is sufficiently diffused to obviate glare

said interior bulb surface being characterized by the presence of rounded

as distinguished from sharp angular crevices to such an extent that the

strength of the bulb as compared to an unetched bulb of the same thick

ness has not been sufficiently reduced to preclude commercial handling

The monopoly defined in these claims is in respect of an

electric light bulb which has its interior surface frosted by

etching to such an extent as to be free from objection

able glare as in claim or that the light is suffi

ciently diffused to obviate glare as in claim

The expert witnesses called on behalf of the respondents

do not say that the word glare has any special mean

ing for person skilled in the pertinent art or arts One

of them says in general way that there is some relation

between glare and brightness That relation is not defined

It is admitted that at the time of the trial lamp such

as Exhibit 27 constructed in accordance with the direc

tions in the patent would not obviate glare to such

an extent as to be commercially satisfactory It is

admitted that the glare from such lamp is very much

greater than the glare from the appellants lamps or the

lamps dealt with commercially by the respondents It

is admitted that no bulb has been put on the market which
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permits glare as great as that proceediiig from the patent
1940

lamp It seems to me that the respondents are in this Fuso

position think the effect of the evidence is that the

inventor had not produced bulb which would obviate ET

glare or be free from objectionable glare in the
CANADIAN

normal meaning of the words and that he has not dis- GENERAL

ELECTRIC
closed any means of doing so Spencer it is true in Co LTD

answer to suggestion from his counsel said that by limit-
Duff

ing the period given in the patent for the application

of the strengthening solution glare might be reduced

but there is no suggestion of this in the patent And in

the most explicit way the patent gives the minimum of

that period as ten minutes Spencers evidence is quite

explicit aso upon the point that in the case of the bulb

produced by him the period was that given in the patent

Again it appears to me that as regards this character

istic the cinim is too indefinite think the ordinarily skilled

person is not given sufficient guide and if as seems to

be argued on behalf of the respondents glare within the

meaning of these claims is to be determined by reference

to the effiacy in the elimination of glare of bulbs on the

market in 1924 it seems to me that the person whose duty

it is to asertain the limitsof the claim is left in hope
less position must make it quite clear however that

see no juutificaticn for construing the words free from

objectionable glare or obviate glare by reference to

any such tandarc1 or for giving them any meaning other

than that vhich they receive in current usage The expert

admitted repeat that glare is not term which they

could define by reference to any special usage in the art

In the An Lerican patent it should be observed the claims

profess to itharacterize the invention by reference to the

degree of brightness permitted by the frosted surface

produced in comparison with the degree of brightness

in lamp made of clear glass such comparison being

expressed nathematically

It seems very clear to me that the patentee was not

directing his mind to this question of glare The ques

tion as he himsel.f says for himthe problem which he

set himself to solvewas that of strengthening bulbs with

inside etching The statement in the specification is the

only statenient we have from him
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1940 The respondents and their associates began putting bulbs

Fuso frosted on the inside on the market in 1925 Admittedly

they did not use the specific method given in the patent

They did not use the solutions short time after they

CANAIN began manufacturing these bulbs they abandoned the inter

GENERAL mediate step of washing Their expert says that they

have learned how to make frosted bulb almost as strong

Duff CJ
as clear bulb with the sacrifice however of great deal

of diffusion They have had to compromise and they have

learned how to compromise can quite understand that

as the result of their experience between 1924 and 1929

they might arrive at the conception that Pipkins inven

tion was frosted bulb with given degree of strength

which preserved at the same time sufficient degree of

diffusion to obviate glare but there is no document pro

ceeding from Pipkin supporting the proposition that such

was his invention as he conceived it and there is nothing

before us giving the slightest support to the proposition

that Pipkins specification as signed by him was inoperative

or defective by reason of any of the causes mentioned in

the statute Pipkins specification as signed by him is the

only- evidence we have before us as to the character of

his invention and as to the nature of the monopoly he

intended to claim It seems quite clear that the problem

of glare was one to which he never applied himself

The second feature of the invention described in claims

and is that the interior bulb surface is characterized

by the presence of rounded as distinguished from sharp

angular crevices to such an extent that the strength of the

bulb is sufficient to withstand shocks due to commercial

handling

Now the bulb made according to the directions of the

specifications is of strength of 34 on the bump test

scale And according to the evidence of Spencer

strength of and upwards on that scale is sufficient to

enable the bulb to withstand such shocks Pipkin says

nothing about commercial handling and there is no reason

to suppose that he had any such test in his mind and

there is every reason to suppose that he had not The

only test to which he refers is the bump test

Pipkins invention as he himself explains it consisted

in treating glass bulbs with inside frosting in such way
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as to obviate the weakness of such bulbs He gives direc-
1940

tions in hispecification for producing bulb with high

degree of 31rength as determined by the bump test but

he did not apply himself to the relation between strength ET

as shown ly the bump test and the sufficiency of the bulb CANADIAN

to withstacid the shocks of commercial handling That GENERAL

ELErRIc

problem did not present itself to him just as the problem Co LTD

of the elirriIation of glare did not present itself
Duff CJ

have dready mentioned that the respondents expert

contrasts tIie surface of the respondents commercial lamps

as shown by the photomicrograph with the surface

of the pa bent lamp as shown in the photomicrograph

Exhibit 26 He says they are radically different Now
the surface manifested by Exhibit is the surface of

lamp pcssessing no doubt the characteristic described

in claims and lamp combining resistance to shock

sufficient for commercial purposes with high degree of

absence of glare But this was the result of much experi

mentation ly the respondents after Pipkins invention

experimentation directed to definite commercial ends which

Pipkin had not in mind and leading to procedure dif

ferent from Pipkins The re-issue provisions of the Patent

Act cannob legitimately be employed for the purpose of

ascribing this result to Pipkin and remodelling his inven

tion to make that invention conform to it

As regards the re-issue patent as whole moreover the

whole four claims are claims each of them in respect of

an article while Pipkins invention as described by him

self in the patent of 1925 the original patent is an inven

tion of process for strengthening frosted glass articles

For these reasons the re-issue patent is invalid and void

and the appellants are entitled to declaration to that

effect The appeal should be allowed with costs through

out

The judment of Rinfret and Kerwin JJ was delivered

by

KERWIN J.This is an action by the appellantsa

partnership known as Fuso Electric Works and the persons

forming such partnershipagainst the respondent Cana

dian GenerJ Electric Company Limited under section 60

of the currenìt Patent Act being chapter 32 of the Statutes
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1940 of 1935 Both subsection and subsection of that sec

tion were relied upon as the statement of claim seeks

declaration that Canadian Patent No 289379 granted to

respondent for new and useful improvements in Frosted

CANADIAN
Glass Articles and Methods of Making Same was invalid

GENERAL and void and declaration that no valid claim of the

patent was infringed by the sale or use in Canada of

the appellants electric incandescent lamps known as Fuso

Lamps In the Exchequer Court the action was dismissed

as the President considered that the patent was valid and

that the appellants either did or would infringe the patent

One of the reasons advanced by the appellants in alleg

ing that the patent was invalid is that

it is not for the same invention a.s that for which Patent No 252159

of which it is re-issue was granted and in the issue of the latter there

was in fact no inadvertence accident or mistake nor was such letters

patent inoperative or defective

The learned President did not deal with this contention

but in my opinion the point is well taken and is sufficient

to justify the allowance of the appeal

It may be stated at once that the plaintiffs clearly are

interested persons within the meaning of subsection of

section 60 of the 1935 Act and that there appears to be

no reason to disbelieve the evidence of Naruse one of the

appellants that he and Hayashi another of the appel

lants are the sole members of the partnership carrying

on business under name translated into English as Fuso

Electric Works The patent in suit issued to the respond
ent and dated April 30th 1929 was re-issue of Patent

No 252159 granted to the respondent as assignee of one

Pipkin on July 28th 1925 The relevant statutory pro
vision in force at the time of the re-issue was section 27

of the Patent Act R.S.C 1927 chapter 150 which section

is as follows

27 Whenever n.y patent is deemed defective or inoperative by reason

of insufficient description or specification or by reason of the patentee

claiming more or less than he had right to claim as new but at the

same time it appears that the error arose from inadvertence accident or

mistake without any fraudulent or deceptive intention the Commissioner

may upon the surrender of such patent within four years from its date

or within one year from the thirteenth day of June one thousand nine

hundred and twenty-three and the payment of the further fee herein

after provided cause new patent in accordance with an amended descrip

tion and specification made by such patentee to be issued to him for the
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same inverLtion for any part or for the whole of the then unexpired 1940

residue of Ihe term for which the original patent was or might have been
Fuso

granted
ELEcTRIC

In th event of the death of the original patentee or of his having WORKS
assigned the patent like right shall vest in his assignee or his legal ET AL

representati

Such aew patent and the amended description and specification
CANADIAN
GENERAL

shall have the same effect in law on the trial of any action thereafter
ELEcTRIC

commenced br any cause subsequently accruing as if the same had been Co
originally 1ed in such corrected form before the issue of the original

patent
Kerwin

The Commissioner may entertain separate applications and cause

patents to 1e issued for distinct and separate parts of the invention

patented uj cn payment of the fee for re-issue for each of such re-issued

patents

In its petition for re-issue the respondent merely

states

That the petitioner is advised that the said patent is deemed defect

ive or inor erative by reason of insufficient diescription or specification

and that thi errors arose from inadvertence accident or mistake without

any fraudulnt or deceptive intention

It does nol appear from the documents filed on the appli

cationrior was any evidence adduced in the action to

showwhat the alleged error was or why the patent was

deemed defective or inoperative and even yet it is diffi

cult if not impossible to define the position taken by

respondent in these respects

The specifications in the old patent and in the re-issue

are exactly the same only the claims are altered The

inventor Pipkin in his specification states

My invirtion relates to frosted glass bulbs such as are utilized in

electric incaidescent Lamps and similar electrical devices and to other

frosted
glass irticles in which the glass is thin and subject to breakage

This statment indicates it is said that Pipkins inven

tion when disclosed will be that of new article The

specification conti.nues

My inveaion also relates to methods of preparing the frosted surface

on such art des It finds particular application to articles which are

frosted on the inside

This it is stated indicates that Pipkins invention would

also be of method The specification continues

In the casa of electric incandescent lamp bulbs it has been recognized

that an inside frosting is highly desirable since the advantage of light

diffusion is sscired thereby without the disadvantage of increased suscepti

bility to collection of dirt which exists when the bulb is frosted on the

outside In irder lc avoid the introduction of detrimental foreign
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1940 materials into the lamp as much as possible such frosting must be done

by etching the glass either mechanically as by sand blasting or chem

Eacraic
ically by reagents which have solvent action on the glass It has been

Wons fou-nd however that such bulbs are weak and break easily in response

to shock This has been shown by subjecting such lamps to the so-called

bump test which has demonstrated that they are much weaker than
CANADIAN

the unetched bulbs and also bulbs which have been etched on the out-

ELECTRIC
side The object of my invention is to overcome this defect

Co LTD
Pipkm then states that after the thin glass article has

Kerwin been etched on the inside preferably by chemical means
it is treated with chemical which has solvent action

on the material of the etched surface a.nd that the glass

ware is found thereafter to have much higher resistance

to shock He gives probable explanation of why this

should be so
The probable explanation is that the first etching produces pits in

the glass having comparatively sharp angles and that these are rounded

out by the treatment comprised by my invention which may be called

strengthening treatment The sharp angled pits or depressions caused

by the first etching are starting places for cracks when the bulb is sub
jected to shock and the rounding of such pits or depressions apparently

effectually prevents such formation of cracks

He continues

Although the scope of my invention includes other reagents having

the solvent action on the etched surface prefer to use for this purpose

solution of alkalin fluoride combined with hydrofluoric acid

He gives examples of solutions which he deems especially

efficient and examples of those which he considers not

as satisfactory and describes specific application of his

invention Then follow the claims The first six of these

are method claims in which Pipkin subjects the etched

surface -of glass lamp bulbs and similarly thin glass articles

to the action of reagent having solvent action on the

material of the surface to the action of fluoride contain

ing reagent to the action of an alkalin fluoride containing

reagent to the action of reagent containing ammonium

bifluoride Claims and which will be adverted to later

are article claims as is also number

An article of glass of thickness similar to that of an incandescent

lamp bulb and having surface thereof covered with rounded etching pits

or depressions

Now upon the construction of the specification and the

claims it is evident think that if Pipkin made any

invention which it is unnecessary to determine it was

in strengthening treatment and not in an article strength

ened by any means whatsoever
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When we come to the re-issue we find that the respond- 1940

ent as aignee of Pipkin reduced the number of the so
claims to our Numbers to of the old claims are

abandoned and of the old claims appear in the re-issue ETAL

as numbers and The re-issue claims are as follows
CANADLAN

bu.b for electric lamps and similar articles havi.ng its inner

surface covered with rounded etching pits or depressions Co LTD
An ir.c rndescent electric lamp bulb having on its inner surface

rounded etcliig pits or depressions KerWinj

glac electric lamp bulb having its interior surface frosted by

etching to sL1h an extent as to be free from objectionable glare said

interior bulb urface being characterized by the presence of rounded as

distinguished from sharp angular crevices to such an extent that the

strength of tie etched bulb is sufficient to withstsnd shocks due to

commercial undling

glass electric bulb having its interior nurlace frosted by etching

to such an tdnt that the light is sufficiently diffused to obviate glare

said interior bulb surface being characterized by the presence of rounded

as distinguished from sharp angular crevices to such an extent that the

strength of the bulb as compared to an unetched bulb of the same thick

ness has not been sufficiently reduced to preclude commercial handling

These claicns it will be remembered are in patent alleged

to be vali1 wherein appears precisely the same specifica

tion as was in the original patent It is clear that what

is now chimed is an article it is not something more or

less than .Pipkin has right to claim as new but if valid

is an ent.rely different invention and this an inventor

and those claiming under him are not entitled to do The

re-issue is not the grant of new patent but must be

confined to the invention which the inventor attempted

to describe and ciLaim in the original patent

For these reasons the appellants are entitled to

declaratiolL that Patent No 289379 is invalid and void

The securiy deposited by the appellants to cover any

damages which the respondent might suffer through the

operation of the injunction order issued by the Exchequer

Court on January 5th 1937 as varied by the order of

February 1t 1937 should be paid out to the appellants

The appelJnts are entitled to their costs of the action and

of this appeal

Appeal allowed with costs

Solicitors or the appellants Smart Biggar

Solicitors ror the respondent Macf arane Thompson
Little John Martin


